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ABSTRACT
Internet of Things (IoT)is a shared network of objects or things. IoT plays an important role in agriculture industry.
Main aim of the project is to real-time monitoring of agriculture field by using IoT real-time automation of agriculture.
Smart Agriculture helps to reduce wastage, effective usage of fertilizer and thereby increase the crop yield. In this work,
a system is developed to monitor crop-field using sensors (soil moisture, temperature, humidity, Light) and automate the
irrigation system.The main purpose of this paper is to provide an automatic irrigation system thereby saving time,
money, and power of the farmer. This system will be more useful in areas where water is in scarce.

KEYWORDS Soil moisture, temperature, humidity, light intensity, automation of irrigation system.

1. INTRODUCTION
Agriculture plays major role in the economy of the country. More than 70% of Indian population relies on
agriculture for their sustenance. As the contribution of agriculture to Gross Domestic product is declining
nowadays,we are in urge to increase crop productivity with efficient and effective water usage. In agriculture
irrigation is the important factor as the monsoon rainfalls are unpredictable and uncertain. Agriculture in the
face of water scarcity has been a big challenge. There exists a demand for colossal technical knowledge to
make irrigation systems more efficient[1]. There are varieties of traditional irrigation systems that has been
followed from the past. For instance, in flow irrigation the water resources like tanks or reservoirs are placed
at great heights. The water starts to flow automatically down the channel when it is connected to the tank or
reservoir. This type of irrigation are mostly used in plain areas [2]. The land is irrigated by lifting water from
wells, tanks, canals, rivers using pumps. Nowadays the ground water is also pumped to irrigate the land. Well
water irrigation, tank water irrigation, inundation irrigation, furrow irrigation, basin base irrigation are other
traditional methods which has been followed from the past.

To improve traditional methods, there has been many systems developed using advanced technologies that
help to reduce crop wastes, prevent excessive and scarce watering to crops and thereby increase the crop yield.
One such method is drip irrigation that is used to save both water and fertilizer. Primitive drip irrigation has
been used since ancient times. In this method water and fertilizer in the form of water droplets are dripped
directly to the root of the plants periodically. The design for water application varies according to the crop
type.When compared to traditional method it uses 30-50% less water. The other method is pot irrigation
which is more suitable for areas having scantyrainfall [2]. The pitchers used here are fixed to the ground up to
the neck. The holes are made in pitchers which make the water to percolate around the soil and keep the soil
moist for the plants. This method issuccessful in areas where flow irrigation cannot be used. The other method
includes sprinkler method which is similar tothat of natural rainfall. The water is distributed through asystem
of pipes and then it is spread into air using sprinkler sothat it breaks up into small water droplets that fall into
theground. The pumps supply should be designed in such a waythat there should be uniform application of
water on the soilsurface [3].
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There are some parameters to determine irrigation ofcrops. Evapotranspiration (ET) is a technique in which
ofmoisture from the earth is transferred to the atmosphere byevaporation of water and transpiration from
plants. It dependson climatic changes.ET controllers can be used to scheduleirrigation. It has been proved that
using ET method the watersavings is up to 47%. The electromagneticsensors are used to detect soil moisture.
This method saves53% of water compared to sprinkler irrigation. These sensorsare used to create wireless
sensor networks. Wireless Sensor networks are used to monitor crops and to automate irrigation [1-4]. The
wireless sensor nodes continuously senses the crop field and send it to the coordinator node where decision
making is done to automate irrigation based on the field conditions.

These are some methods that have been used so far to improve irrigation system, decrease crop wastage and
increase crop productivity. In this work the system is developed using sensors to monitor crop-field and
automate irrigation system. The system is tested and gave good results. The wireless transmission of sensor
data from field to the coordinator, storing it in a database, controlling field from mobile application and
irrigation control are worked very well.

2. SYSTEM DESIGN
In this work low cost soil moisture sensors, temperature and humidity sensors, are used. They continuously
monitor the field and send it to the web server using NRF24LO1 transmitter and receiver and Ethernet
connection at receiver ends. The sensor data are stored in database. The web application is designed in such a
way to analyze the data received and to check with the threshold values of moisture, humidity and
temperature. The decision making is done at server to automate irrigation. If soil moisture is less than the
threshold value the motor is switched ON and if the soil moisture exceeds the threshold value the motor is
switched off. This method can also be used in green houses where in addition light intensity control can also
be controlled and automated. The system design is represented inFig 2.1

Fig 2.1System Design
A.SENSORS DATA ACQUISITION

a) SOIL MOISTURE SENSOR
There sensors used are already discussed. Let discuss about data acquisition from sensors one by

one. The sensor is interfaced with Arduino microcontroller and programmed.

Once it is programmed it is placed inside a box and kept in the field. The soil moisture sensor has two probes
which is inserted into the soil. The probes are used to pass currentthrough the soil.
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Figure 2.2 shows themoisture soil has less resistance and hence passes more current through the soil whereas
the dry soils has high resistance and pass less current through the soil.The resistance value help detecting the
soil moisture [6].

Fig 2.2Soil moisture Sensor

b) TEMPERATURE AND HUMIDITY SENSOR
The DHT11 temperature and Humidity sensor is used. The total amount of water vapour in air is defined as
ameasure of humidity. Relative humidity is calculated becausewhen there is a change in temperature, relative
humidity alsochanged. The temperature and humidity changes occur beforeand after irrigation. The amount of
water droplets in air isincreased after irrigation. This causes decrease in temperaturewhich in turn increases
the relative humidity of thesurroundings.

Figure 2.3 shows the DHT11 Temperature and humidity Sensor. The temperature and humidity reading are
oftennotified to the user so that the user can be able to know thefield conditions from anywhere. The
temperature andhumidity sensor can also be used in green houses[7].

Fig 2.3DHT11 Temperature and humidity Sensor

c) LIGHT SENSOR
Figure 2.4 shows the Light sensor is used to detect light intensity of the environment. Light is the major
source for crops which is responsible for photosynthesis. Light Dependent Resistor (LDR) is used in which
the resistivity decreases with increase in light intensity and vice versa. The voltage divider circuit is designed
to measure resistance due to light intensity variations. The voltage level increases with increase in light
intensity. The analogue reading is taken from the board. It can be used in green houses where artificial
lighting is done using any of the incandescent lamps, fluorescent lamps instead of sunlight.

Fig 2.4 Light Dependent Resistor
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B. WIRELESS DATA TRANSMISSION
Figure 2.5 shows the data acquired from sensors are transmitted to the web server using wireless
transmission.NRF24L01 module is used for wireless transmission between the field and the web
server.NRF24l01 uses 2.4GHz transceiver from Nordic semiconductor. The data rate of this module is
256Kbps/1 Mbps/2Mbps.The voltage required is 1.9-3.6V.NRF24L01 ischeaper than other wireless
transmission modules like Zigbee (IEEE 802.14).The transmitter and receiver modules are connected with
Arduino boards. The transmitter is place in thefield and the receiver is placed in the system end.The
transmitter and receiver is given an id while configuring it. All the transmitters in the field should know the
receiver’s idwhich is the destination address. The receiver will receive data from various transmitters kept in
the field. The receiver at the system end is connected to the web server via Ethernet [9-11].

Fig 2.5 Wireless Data Transmission using Zigbee andGSM/GPRS modem

The Ethernet is an IEEE 802.11 standard in computer networks technology for Local Area networks. The
Ethernet is used here because of its low cost while interfacing with arduino micro-controller and fast
connection establishment. When the data from the transmitter receives the receiver, it sends request to the web
server. The Ethernet cable is connected to the arduino micro-controller using Ethernet shield for arduino. The
arduino Ethernet will be assigned an IP Address which should be in the range our network .The arduino is
given with the address of the web server to send request. The web server designed using PHP script to insert
values in the appropriate table. The web server process the request and stores the received data in its database.

C. DATA PROCESSING AND DECISION MAKING
The data received from the field are wirelessly transmitted using NRF24L01 and then saved in web

server mysql database using Ethernet connection at receiver end. Periodically the data are received and stored
in database. The data processing is the task of checking the various sensors data received from the field with
the already fixed threshold values. The threshold values vary according to the crops planted. This is because
different crops need different amounts of water. For example in a paddy field to produce 1 kg of rice5000
litres of water and for wheat it is litres. Similarly, the temperature and humidity varies for different crops. The
sensor values also vary according to the climatic conditions. The soil moisture will be different in summer and
winter seasons. The temperature and humidity also varies in summer, winter and rainy season. The threshold
values is fixed after considering all these environmental and climatic conditions. The motor will be switched
on automatically if the soil moisture value falls below the threshold and vice versa. The farmer can even
switch on the motor from mobile using mobile application.

D. AUTOMATION OF IRRIGATION SYSTEM
Figure 2.6 shows the flow for irrigation system is automated once the control received from the web
application or mobile application. Therelays are used to pass control from web application to theelectrical
switches using Arduino micro-controller. A relay isan electrically operated switch. The circuits with low
powersignal can be controlled using relay.The relay used here is Solid State Relay (SSR).If n external voltage
is applied across the ends the relay switches on or off the circuit.
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Fig 2.6 Process flow for automation system

The ultrasonic sensor is used to monitor water level in tanks. The ultrasonic sensors are used to measure
distance of the distant object. The depth of the water level in the tank iscalculated to check whether the water
is sufficient or not. The ultrasonic sensor work based on the piezoelectric method. It has trigger pin and echo
pin. The trigger pin act astransmitter and the echo pin is a reflector [14]the trigger pin sends ultrasonic waves
once it started functioning. The ultrasonic waves hit the water and reflected towards the echo pin. The
duration (in seconds) to receive the echo is calculated.

The duration is converted to the distance using the following equation (1) and (2).

Distance in cm = (duration/2) / 29.1 (1)

Distance in inches = (duration/2) / 74 (2)

Before the motor is switched on, the water level is checked to ensure that required amount of water is
available for irrigation. If required amount of water is not present, the motor will not be switched on. The
notification is sent to the farmers’ mobile for further action to be taken. The farmer will take necessary steps
to fill water to the tank. The farmer can also be able to switch on and off the motor from the mobile
application.

3. USER INTERFACE
A. WEB APPLICATION
The web application is designed to monitor the field and crops from anywhere using internet connection. The
web application is designed using HTML and PHP script.PHP isserver side scripting language for the web
development. PHP can be used with HTML code and with various web engine frameworks. PHP is an
efficient alternative to Microsoft's Active Server pages. The PHP script will parse the data and display it on
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android device. The webpage developed insert the sensor data in mysql database when it receives request from
the GPRS/GSM modem.The data type used in mysql is JSON(JavaScript Object Notation).The JSON
representation is used here because it is a easy way to store and access database in easy manner. JSON is a
data format similar like arrays. It comes in key value pair. JSON is a format in which data is represented as
name value pairs. It can be easily read by human and independent of the language used. It uses conventions of
programming language like C, C++,and JavaScript. The webpage can be easily queried and information can
be retrieved in an efficient manner using mobile application [12].

The web application also used to monitor the crop field. The web application also used to control the
motor andlighting in the field. To control the arduino the processing IDEis used. The webpage and arduino
can be communicated usingthe processing IDE. The processing is an open source likearduino IDE which
includes text editor, compiler and displaywindow. The serial library in the processing is used to readand write
data to and from external devices. When ON (OFF)button is clicked in webpage it writes 1(0) to the serial
portusing processing IDE.The arduino will read the bit ‘1’ fromserial and switch on the light connected to it
using relay.

B. MOBILE APPLICATION
The mobile application is developed in android. Themobile application helps to monitor and control the field
fromanywhere. The mobile application uses PHP script to fetchdata from mysql database. In mysql database
all the sensordata are stored. The android fetches the data and encode it inJSON format to be displayed in
android device. The userinterface for the application is designed in a way that enablesboth the monitoring and
control of field from the device. Theinternet connection should be provided to monitor and control the field.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The system is developed and tested and various conditions. The soil moisture is tested in all climatic
conditions and results are interpreted successfully. The LDR is tested in all light conditions. Different readings
were taken under different condition. The temperature reading was taken at differentweather conditions. The
wireless transmission was achieved using Zigbee.The data was stored in Mysql database using PHP script.The
data was retrieved successfully from Mysqldatabase which is used for monitoring purpose. The
androidapplication parses the data in Mysql in JSON format. Figure 4.1shows soil moisture sensor
experimental setup.

Fig 4.1 Soil Moisture sensor experimental setup
The probe is fixed in the soil and soil moisture is measured.The input voltage resistance values for different
soil conditions obtained are represented in Table 1.From table 1, the minimum value of Input voltage 3.3V
and the maximum value of input voltage 5V. The output value obtained by minimum and maximum value of
Dry soil is 0Ω and 300Ω. The minimum and maximum value of humid soil is 300Ω and 700Ω. The minimum
and maximum value of water is 700Ω and 950Ω.
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Table 4.1 Soil Resistance Value (Output) From Soil Moisture Sensor

Parameter Condition Minimum value Maximum value

Input voltage - 3.3V 5V

Output Dry Soil 0Ω

Humid Soil 300Ω

Water 700Ω 300Ω

Table 4.2PHOTOCELL READINGS
Light conditions Photocell Reading

Dark 0-10

Dim 10-200

Light 200-500

Bright 500-800

Very Bright >800

A. ANALYSIS OF WATER AND POWER REQUIREMENT
After the detailed analysis of implemented irrigation system and other environmental conditions, water
requirement per acre can be calculated as below:

Irrigation factor = 0.55

Evaporation rate = 0.4

Irrigation interval = 1 day

Diameter of drip outlet = 3mm

Thus,Water=(irrigation factor)*(daily evaporation)*(irrigationinterval)*(diameter of drip)*10/2.54*0.001
required

= 0.55*0.4*1*10*3/2.54

= 10.39 Cubic-meter/Acre

Water holding capacity for medium grade soil = 189 lit/24 hr.

Water requirement for about 2 months in summer is 108 lit to124 lit

The total water requirement for 600 m2 is 341 m3 forthe traditional one and 29 m3 for the automated one for
theperiod of two months.The power requirement analysis of the system is asfollows:

The power requirement for a single sensor systeminstalled is discussed. The arduino micro controller
requires5V power supply. The power supply is given withrechargeable AA batteries which can be used for a
year. Thepower consumption of motors is very much reduced since it isoperated for a correct periodof time
based on soil moisture.The average power consumption because of the electronic components is 80 mAh in
operational mode. However, thetotal average power consumption is 2 Ah per day for a singleMotor pump.

5. CONCLUSION
The automated irrigation system has been designed andimplemented in this paper. The system developed is
beneficialand works in cost effective manner. It reduces the waterconsumption to a greater extent.
Agricultural monitoring is very much needed to reduce much of human labour and at the same time minimise
on water usage. Lot of system been developed employing Wireless Sensor in monitoring and predicting the
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soil condition for irrigating the field. In addition machine learning techniques been employed towards crop
yield and crop disease prediction only. Thesystem can be used in green houses. The System is very usefulin
areas where water scarcity is a major problem.The cropproductivity increases and the wastage of crops is very
muchreduced using this irrigation system. The developed system ismore helpful and gives more feasible
results.In future to protect the field from animals and birds and also from fire accident using sensors
(Ultrasonic sensor and Fire detection sensor) will be used. Whenever animals or birds are entering the field,
the ultrasonic sensor sense and gives an interrupt signal to the microcontroller as well as the fire detection
sensor sense the fire and spread water automatically
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